
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Whangarei RC Date: Saturday 13 July 2013 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(6) 
Rail: 5 Metres 
Stewards: J Oatham (Chairman), A Coles, W Robinson, P Kinsey 
Typist: M Gemmell 

 

GENERAL:  
No issues to report. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: CLUBS CHOICE, ALL DECKED OUT, GLITZABEEL, MAWAH VELLOUS,  ALEGRIO, LAUREN TATE,   

LEONIDAS 
Suspensions: Nil    

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Nil    

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race  
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URBAN ANGEL – cardiac arrhythmia, must trial satisfactorily and provide a 
veterinary certificate of fitness including ECG. 
DANCING CHIEF – euthanased 
KATINKA – racing manners, must trial satisfactorily. 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil    

Late Scratchings: Nil    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 Cowley’s Party Hire 1200  

SILVER SPUR (P Taylor) and ANOTHER EDITION (M Sweeney) came together on jumping away when both runners shifted 
ground with SILVER SPUR then shifting in when being corrected inconveniencing SUN ‘N’ SURF (M Cameron) which 
steadied. 
MISS MEENA (B Hutton) and RANSOMLASS (R Norvall) were both slow to begin. 
Going into the bend near the 900 metres MISS ZETA (T Wenn) had to be steadied when awkwardly placed inside the heels 
of DOLORES O’RIORDAN (L Innes) and when being steadied shifted out across that runner’s heels.  SUN ‘N’ SURF which was 
behind MISS ZETA then made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly shifting out forcing MISS MEENA wider on the 
track. 
RANSOMLASS raced wide without cover throughout. 
FALCON REGIMENT (C Grylls) which was inclined to race greenly ducked outwards near the 600 metres into the line of 
CARNELIAN LIGHTS (L Robertson) which clipped a heel and blundered.   Hampered as a result was MISS MEENA.   Near the 
600 metres SILVER SPUR which was racing keenly had to be firmly restrained to avoid the heels of EL PRIMO (D Johnson).  
DOLORES O’RIORDAN which was following SILVER SPUR had to be eased as a result dropping back on to ANOTHER 
EDITION which was hampered.   SUN ‘N’ SURF which was following ANOTHER EDITION also had to be steadied. 
SUN ‘N’ SURF which was attempting a marginal run between SILVER SPUR and DOLORES O’RIORDAN passing the 250 
metres made contact with DOLORES O’RIORDAN which was forced outwards inconveniencing FALCON REGIMENT.   SILVER 
SPUR then shifted inwards abruptly away from SUN ‘N’ SURF crowding ANOTHER EDITION passing the 200 metres. 
EL PRIMO was inclined to lay in under pressure over the final 200 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of FALCON REGIMENT Rider C Grylls advised that he had recommended to 
the gelding’s trainer that blinkers be applied to its next start as it had raced greenly throughout. 

Race 2 Cecconi 2YO Challenge 1200  



 

 

ABBEY ROSE (S Collett) was slow to begin. 
STAND YOUR GROUND (C Grylls) shifted out on jumping away with ZABBADAK (M Du Plessis) laying in leaving the barriers 
crowding CELTIC BOY (O Bosson) which clipped a heel and blundered losing ground. 
Several runners over-raced in the early to middle stages on a moderate pace including STAND YOUR GROUND, ABBEY 
ROSE (S Collett), BABILLONI (BR Jones) and CELTIC BOY (O Bosson). 
THORNBIRD LASS (D Johnson) raced wide without cover. 
FREE DRINKS (R Hutchings) commenced to over-race going into the bend near the 900 metres having to be firmly 
restrained off the heels of ZABBADAK near the 800 metres. 
ALL DECKED OUT (M Cameron) raced greenly in the final straight being inclined to shift ground under pressure. 

Race 3 Whangarei ITM 2100  

ASTON MARTIN (S Collett) and AMANPULO (R Hutchings) both jumped away awkwardly losing ground. 
SKAI GLEN (R Norvall) got its head up when over-racing passing the winning post on the first occasion. 
URBAN ANGEL (M Cameron) was eased down in the final straight when well beaten finishing a distant last.   A post-race 
veterinary examination found the mare to be suffering from cardiac arrhythmia and is now required to trial satisfactorily 
with a veterinary certificate of fitness to be provided including an ECG examination prior to racing next. 

Race 4 ITM/GIB Whangarei Cup 2100  

DANCING CHIEF (R Norvall) shifted in when leaving the barriers inconveniencing WHISTLING STRAITS (D Johnson). 
NOBLE WARRIOR (L Innes) had to be eased to avoid the heels of DANCING CHIEF which shifted in approximately 100 
metres after the start.   R Norvall was advised to ensure that he is fully clear when shifting ground in future. 
NOBLE WARRIOR raced three wide without cover until improving forward to sit outside the leader near the 1000 metres. 
ENDOR (O Bosson) was held up rounding the final turn and early in the straight. 
DANCING CHIEF broke down when racing free of interference near the 350 metres dislodging Rider R Norvall.   DANCING 
CHIEF was found to have suffered a fractured cannon bone in the left foreleg having to be humanely euthanased.   R 
Norvall was examined by the Course Doctor and passed fit to fulfill his remaining engagements.   Hampered in this incident 
were MAWAH VELLOUS (M Cameron) and UNCLE SHAYNE (M Du Plessis). 
MONTETRA (B Hutton) was momentarily held up near the 200 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ENDOR Rider O Bosson stated that after having difficulty obtaining clear 
running the gelding had been unable to quicken and in his opinion was not entirely suited to the nature of today’s track 
conditions. 

Race 5 91.6 More FM 1400  

VEYRON (R Norvall) shifted in on jumping away inconveniencing GENDARME (B Hutton) for a short distance. 
VEYRON raced three wide without cover throughout. 
PUSSY WILLOW (M Du Plessis) made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly getting its head up. 
TOMA VALEA (S Collett) lay out rounding the final turn. 
VEYRON lay in badly in the final straight and was unable to be fully ridden out.   When laying in despite its rider’s efforts 
VEYRON crowded FLASH HAPI (M Cameron) passing the 150 metres. 

Race 6 Northland Waste 1600  

IPONI (K Leung) and LAUREN TATE (O Bosson) were slow to begin. 
ELLIE’O (L Innes) was slow to begin then further hampered when crowded by CENTRE POINT (R Hutchings) which shifted in. 
HARDTALUVA (C Grylls) began awkwardly and lay in badly hampering SHARAKTI (A Forbes) which lost ground. 
CENTRE POINT over-raced in the early to middle stages and made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly with IPONI 
then becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of CENTRE POINT having to be steadied. 
CLAREEN (BR Jones) raced three wide without cover throughout. 
KATINKA (M Sweeney) hung outwards throughout making the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly before running off 
passing the 600 metres and being pulled up.   Trainer S Ralph was advised that KATINKA must trial to the satisfaction of a 
Stipendiary Steward prior to racing next. 
IPONI had to be restrained off the heels of ELLIE’O near the 600 metres. 
BR Jones (CLAREEN) had his whip knocked out of his hand approaching the 200 metres. 
CLAREEN returned to the enclosure with blood present in one nostril.   A veterinary examination found the blood to be due 
to a laceration in the right nostril.  

Race 7 Cara* J Fishing Charters 1400  

SCHRODINGERS CAT (BR Jones) and HULA BELLE (D Johnson) were slow to begin. 
FREEDOM (K Joyce) and ROSE TATTOO (P Taylor) both jumped away awkwardly. 
SCHRODINGERS CAT got its head up when making the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly. 
FIELDOFDREAMS (M Du Plessis) had to be steadied when awkwardly placed on the heels of SMEDLEY (B Hutton) passing 
the 700 metres. 
ROSE TATTOO was held up passing the 600 metres until passing the 400 metres. 
GOLD HUNTER (S Collett) was inclined to lay in under pressure in the final straight. 
FREEDOM lay out rounding the final turn. 



 

 

 


